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Where can you see this big Prince lantern? Also, check out what’s been happening in our community, page 4

education

Minnesota Internship Center plays host to
students from Loudi
By He Xinping, contributor
On Aug.11, 43 students from Loudi No.1
Middle School, Hunan Province, along with
their vice principal, director and two English

teachers met their host families and began
their 10-day visit to Minnesota. Hundreds of
other Loudi students had visited since 2007.

The students attended classes in science,
math and geography, etc., at Minnesota
continued on page 6
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The quest for a Congressional Gold Medal for WWII
Chinese American veterans continues
Last month’s issue of China Insight reported
on a bill introduced on May 4, 2017, in both
chambers of Congress to honor Chinese-American veterans who served in World War II with
a Congressional Gold Medal. Officially identified as The Chinese American WWII Veterans
Congressional Gold Medal Bill, this national
campaign was initiated by the Chinese American Citizens Alliance (C.A.C.A.) known as the
Chinese American WWII Veterans Recognition
Project. In addition to awarding veterans with a
medal, C.A.C.A. is working on creating a public
database that will carry the names of all Chinese
Americans who served in the U.S. armed forces
during WWII. Details on all of these projects
can be found at www.caww2.org/.
The Congressional Gold Medal is the highest
civilian honor bestowed by Congress and has
been awarded in recent years to other WWII
units who activists said have been overlooked,
including Native American code talkers, the
Monuments Men, and Filipino WWII veterans.
Thus, there is a precedent set for the bestowing
of this award to Chinese American veterans,
but the necessary votes must be secured from
Congress. Also, there is a possibility that a new
Congress may decide to discontinue the granting
of the Congressional Gold Medal to any type of
qualified groups and limit it to individuals only
so there is an urgency to get this approved by the
current Congress.
As of late September, only 18 of the 67 cosponsors needed in the Senate and 54 of the 290

cosponsors in the House have been secured, so
there is much work to be done to get these resolutions approved. Minnesota Senators Al Franken and Amy Klobuchar along with District 4
Representative Betty McCollum have signed on.
If we can get the other representatives from the
other seven districts, Minnesota would become
the first state to have all of its Congressional
officials become cosponsors of these bills. To
help us achieve this goal, we ask that you contact
your representative and let them know that their
support for this award is strongly encouraged.
Contact information along with a suggested letter
for them are available on our website at www.
chinainsight.info.
Although we encourage every Chinese
American to participate, we encourage the
leaders of all Chinese American organizations
throughout the U.S. to take a leadership role by
mobilizing their members to get involved. Be
proactive and circulate a petition (a sample petition is also available at www.chinainsight.info.
The Committee of 100 has pledged their
support. President Frank Wu said, “Committee
of 100 supports this important cause. Chinese
Americans have long participated in every
aspect of civic life, including military service.
They showed through profound sacrifice their
commitment to our great nation. They deserve
recognition, which they should have received
earlier.”
The Chinese American community needs to
come together to support this effort. We need

www.chinainsight.info

to show that the Chinese can work together like
other immigrant groups that have settled in the
U.S. and not let regional or other differences deter
us from achieving this worthwhile recognition for
the WWII Chinese American veterans. Although
Chinese Americans have faced discrimination
and injustice of the Chinese Exclusion Act, they
volunteered or were drafted, and willingly served
in a greater percentage proportionate to other
immigrant groups.
While the Congressional Gold Medal for
Chinese American Veterans of World War II
would ultimately recognize this overlooked
group, we cannot rely on only the efforts of the
Chinese American community. We strongly
encourage all Americans to let their representatives in Congress know that they also support
the passage of these bills. The article by retired
Army Maj. General Bill Chen in last month’s
China Insight is online at www.chinainsight.info.
China Insight has pledged to use all of its
resources to get the Congressional Gold Medal
for Chinese American Veterans of World War II
approved. We will be reaching out to newspapers
and other media to publicize the effort. Also, it
would be helpful if we could locate any living
WWII Chinese American veterans so his/her
story could be shared. Do share your personal
efforts to help us update the project’s progress at
www.chinainsight.info.
If you have any contacts or other suggestions,
please contact me at ghugh@chinainsight.info.
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The haves and the have-nots
The Chinese economy has been undergoing rapid growth since the mid-1980s.
Forbes reported in October 2015 that China had more billionaires than the United
States. The February 2016 Hurun Report
listed 568 billionaires in China versus 535
in the U.S
However, this does not mean everyone
in China is wallowing in wealth. Quite the
contrary, the gap between the haves and the
have-nots are widening. In fact, President
Xi Jinping recognized the problem at Davos in January stating income inequality
is not just a Chinese problem but a world
problem.
The Gini coefficient is an index from
0 to 1(where’0’ means perfectly equal, ‘1’
represents perfectly unequal and ‘4’ is a
warning level) that is most commonly used
to measure inequality of income distribution of a nation’s residents.
0.53-0.55 is China’s Gini coefficient.
Putting it on par with inequality levels in
Colombia or Venezuela. The coefficient
stood at 0.3 in 1980 and 0.49 in 2012.
14,410 USD is the median monthly
income of the richest 10 percent of Hong
Kong households, 44imes more than the
poorest households, putting the city behind
only New York as the world’s second-most
unequal city in terms of household income
distribution, according to a June 2017
report.
0.539 is the Gini coefficient for Hong
Kong households in 2016, an increase of
0.002 from 2011, indicating the widest
wealth gap in 46 years, according to its
Census and Statistics Department. It was
at 0.475 in 2006.
60 percent per capita income is earned
by workers in poorer rural areas than the
wealthier coastal regions in mainland
China.
15 percent of income was made by bottom
50 percent of mainland Chinese while 20
percent of total income is made by 1 percent
of top earners in the U.S.
2 million mainland Chinese live on less
than $2 a day.
7 east-coastal provinces (Shanghai,
Tianjin, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Guangdong,
Shandong and Fujian) and Inner Mongolia are where high-income earners are
congregated, according to a 2016 study by
the National Natural Science Foundation
of China.
3 industry sectors produce the most number of high-worth individuals in mainland
China: real estate, manufacturing and technology. Bain and Company reported the
number of high-worth individuals doubled
in China between 2010 and 2014.
30 custom red Rolls-Royce Phantoms
were delivered earlier this year to a Hong
Kong tycoon for ferrying guests of his
Macau resort around. His fleet supercedes
The Peninsula’s fleet of 14. Each vehicle
has a base price of USD 417,000. Placed
in 2014, the order was the biggest for RollsRoyce ever.
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A claw-machine filled with live
crabs instead of plush toys? Yep! Au-

tumn is crab season and Alibaba, the
e-commerce giant, sponsored an event
at a Hangzhou (Zhejiang Province) city
mall, where mall visitors could grab live
crabs inside one of those claw machines
usually found at arcades. Alibaba customers with high credit scores get two
free plays. Others can scan a QR code
and then pay to play.
The 12-hour event attracted more
than 1,000 participants. One woman
took home 10 edible crustaceans. ♦

Find hidden cash
A scavenger
hunt game to get
Shanghaiers to
g o o ff l i n e a n d t o
explore different
parts of their city
was in progress
during September.
Motivation? Hidden cash.
Participants get
a clue from a social media site daily. They need to figure out where

the location is in the
photo, go to the location, find and take
a picture of the clue
card, send image via
private message to
the Instagram acc o u n t . Wi n c a s h .
Game also launched
in Berlin, Washington, D.C. and will be
in New York this month. The game is
free and open to everyone. ♦

Climbed 13 peaks

Luo Jing, a 42-year-old woman from
Hunan Province, became the first Chinese
woman to scale 13 of the Himalayas’ 14
24,000-plus-ft. peaks. She scaled the
world’s highest peak, Mount Everest, in

May 2016. On July 17 this year, she successfully ascended to the top of the Broad
Peak. She conquered Mount Manashu, her
first 24,000-plus-ft. peak in 2011. ♦

Lollygagging
online
A Boston University’s College of Communication professor reported at a forum
on media interconnection, innovation and
reform in Beijing on Sept. 15 that Chinese
spent 39.8 billion hours on social media platforms in the first half of 2017, the equivalent
time needed to getting 109 pyramids built!
China is home to 700 million netizens

Death by coffin

Yeah, usually the coffin comes after death.
But not this time. A visitor to the haunted house
attraction in Hong Kong’s Ocean Park was stuck
by a moving coffin that was used as a slide. Officials said the man had wandered into a restricted
area where he was struck by the moving coffin.
Missing by …?
A 59-year-old woman had a breast tumour
removed at a Hong Kong hospital on a September Friday afternoon. The tumour was sent
to the radiology department for testing and returned to the operating theater where the nurse
popped it into a jar with preservative liquid
and stored in the pathology department. Come
Monday morning, the pathology department
found the jar minus the tumour. The hospital
backtracked the tumour’s journey from patient
to the pathology lab and found “no obvious
procedural errors” in its handling. The police
could not locate the missing specimen either.
Is there a black market out there for breast
tumours?
Fired for fake news
The China correspondent for a Dutch newspaper was recently fired for “serious mistakes”
in reporting. Apparently, the correspondent
who had been in that post since 2007 had been
“fabricating” his stories. His Chinese assistant
who exposed him commented on WeChat that
the correspondent “would have made a better
novelist or playwright than reporter.”
The correspondent’s fake news included
making up “interviews,” making up quotes,
plagiarizing an NPR correspondent!

Bloodied by “pillow”
and 5-million-plus websites. People’s Daily,
the country’s largest newspaper, had 6.58
million hits and 9.689 comments on Weibo
on its South China Sea-related topic. ♦

Promote trustworthy
matchmaking
The Chinese government
took steps to tighten guidelines
on dating websites in order to
rebuild trust in online dating
platforms and to “crack down
on marital fraud.” There are
200 million unmarried people
in China and the government
has increasing marriage numbers on its agenda. ♦

China Briefs

Before you sit on a hotel pillow next time,
make sure you check for foreign contents!
Four guests returned to their Xi’an hotel
room. One woman sat on a pillow and let out
a howl with blood dripping from her derriere.
Upon inspection of the pillow, the guests found
a hedgehog in it. Ouch! The hotel owner refused to admit fault and no one seems to know
how the hedgehog got in the room.
A technician-turned-entrepreneur has
turned cockroaches into professional recyclers
at his Shandong Province plant cum cockroach
farm. Area restaurants deliver 15 tons of food
waste to the plant daily, which is then ground
up, piped into glass jars and devoured by the
roaches! When the roaches die, their bodies
are ground up as high-protein powder for
animal feed.
His enterprise grew from working with his
daughter on her cockroach project for school.
After that, he studied cockroaches’ feeding,
mating and living cycle for three years before
launching his recycling plant.
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Chinese government
cracking down on
bitcoin trading
By Elaine Dunn
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The subject line of one recent email read,
”I invested $20 in bitcoin – see how much
I made in one week” Well … the coin (pun
intended!) can flip both ways. You can lose
big time in bitcoins in one week also!
The price of bitcoin dropped from
$4.971 on Sept. 1 to about $3,226 on Sept.
14. What happened?
Australia’s Financial Review quoted a
source who said China used to have “the most
favorable approach to bitcoin,” but almost
overnight, it became the most unfriendly.
The 19th plenary session is scheduled
to begin on Oct. 18 when new leaders for
the next five years are to be picked. A lot is
at stake for the Chinese Communist Party.
Perhaps the clampdown on bitcoin trading
is one way to ensure social and financial
stability leading up to the political powwow
For weeks, rumors abound that the
Chinese government would crackdown
on bitcoin exchanges. Then on Sept. 13,
China’s Internet Finance Association stated
that bitcoin lacked a legal foundation. The
next day, China’s longest running and largest
bitcoin exchange, Shanghai-based BTC
China, announced it would suspend its local

trading service by the end of September. Its
announcement was followed by two other
major Beijing-based exchanges, Huobi and
OKCoin, who said they, too, would cease
trading by the end of October.
Rumor also has it that executives from
bitcoin exchanges have been prohibited
from leaving the country in order to
“cooperate with the investigation” in the
“clean-up” of the cryptocurrency industry.
However, just because the exchanges
will no longer use the Chinese currency
in local cryptocurrency trading, nor offer
one-to-one trading services (confirmed in
a Wall Street Journal article that the move
was “per official instructions”), they will
continue their international operations.
Up until mid-September, China
accounted for approximately 10 percent of
bitcoin trading activity globally. Therefore,
some believe this local stoppage may be
temporary and may resume eventually
when additional regulations are in place.
Until then, Hong Kong cryptocurrency
exchanges are getting many queries from
mainlanders wishing to list their tokens
on the Hong Kong exchanges. ♦

community

A little bit of China at Canterbury Park
continued from page 1

Lantern archway

Visitors to The Lantern Light Festival
can enjoy a cultural experience; giant lanterns in a kaleidoscope of colors, shapes, and
themes, including a 400-foot long Dragon,
a giant Panda, lantern tunnels, flowers and
dolphins; dazzling lights and fun for the
whole family. The festival runs through
Oct. 22. Minnesota themed lanterns include
a Prince Tribute and Paul Bunyan.
Chinese lantern festivals started over
2,000 years ago. Renewal and romance
play critical roles in lantern festival lore.

The lighting of lanterns symbolizes people letting go of
their past selves and embracing new identities. Lighting
lanterns also signifies hope
for blossoming romances.
And traditionally, the festival
was one of few days in the
year when unmarried Chinese
women were allowed outside
without a chaperone, giving
them the chance to socialize
with potential suitors. So,
singles and people in new
relationships, take note!
Bringing the Lantern
Light Festival to life takes
time and long travel times. Each lantern
theme takes about four months to produce.
Thirty artisans from Zigong (自貢市),
Sichuan Province, known as the founding
city of China’s Lantern Festival, flew to the
Twin Cities in August to build the lanterns
at Canterbury Park. Making lanterns is a
family tradition in Zigong, a skill handed
down from generation to generation.
All the lanterns are handmade, starting
with sketches of full-size designs. Steel
rods are then cut, bent and welded to

create the frames and the interiors
are fitted with thousands of LED
lights. The frames are covered
with brilliantly colored silk-like
fabric, which is cut and applied
by hand. The fabric’s unique
structure refracts light at different angles, giving the lanterns
a shimmering appearance and
nighttime radiance. The results
are gigantic lanterns that appear
as three-dimensional stained-glass
sculptures.
Gluing fabric on lantern frames
While the massive Chinese
lanterns are the stars of the
event, there is something for
everyone: Chinese acrobats,
live music, variety of cuisines,
the Forbidden City Maze, virtual ride on a rollercoaster and
more. There also is the Chinese
market where visitors can buy
souvenirs. And do visit the
Wishing Tree, another ancient
Chinese tradition, to ask for
good fortune.
Details and ticket information are available at lanternlight400-ft dragon lantern
festival.com. ♦
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Helping grow your business
We offer tools and resources that may help you
reach your financial goals.
With Wells Fargo small business resources, you’ll have
access to:
• Online tools and resources at wellsfargoworks.com to help
you understand business and credit life cycles, grow your
customer base, tap into new markets, and more.
• Information and support from a banker in your community.
• Innovative products, services, and programs.
Stop by and speak to a local banker today, or go to
wellsfargo.com/appointments to schedule an appointment
at a time that’s most convenient for you.

© 2017 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. Member FDIC. IHA-21461

State exports up 7.4 percent in Second
Quarter, reaching $5.1 billion

ST. PAUL – Minnesota companies
exported $5.1 billion worth of manufactured, mining and agricultural products in
the second quarter of 2017, a 7.4 percent
increase from the same period a year earlier, according to figures released today by
the Minnesota Department of Employment
and Economic Development (DEED). U.S.
exports were up 5.9 percent in the quarter.
Minnesota exports to Asia climbed 13
percent in the quarter to $1.7 billion. Export
sales also increased in North America ($1.7
billion, up 0.5 percent) and the European
Union ($1.1 billion, up 9 percent).
Other global regions contributing to the
growth were Central and South America
(up 17 percent), Australia-Pacific (up 17
percent) and Africa (up 6 percent). Exports
fell in the Middle East (down 5 percent) and
European markets outside the European
Union (down 3 percent).
“Minnesota exports through the first six

months of the year are
up a healthy 6.4 percent,
helping to drive job
growth and the overall
economy,” said DEED
Commissioner Shawntera Hardy. “With global economic activity
picking up, the state
is well-positioned to
continue growing exports for the foreseeable

future.”
Canada was the state’s largest national
export market in the quarter, with sales of
nearly $1.1 billion (up 2 percent).
Other top 10 markets were Mexico
($586 million, down 3 percent), China ($566
million, up 12 percent), Japan ($309 million,
up 29 percent), South Korea ($208 million,
up 2 percent), Germany ($190 million, down
12 percent), the Netherlands ($189 million,
up 105 percent), Belgium ($167 million,
down 15 percent), the United Kingdom
($163 million, up 16 percent) and Singapore
($142 million, up 9 percent).
Optic and medical goods was the
state’s top export category at $923 million
(up 7 percent).
Other top 10 products were machinery
($810 million, up 7 percent), electrical
machinery ($659 million, up 3 percent), vehicles ($338 million, down 9 percent), plas-

tics ($326 million, up 11 percent), aircraft,
spacecraft ($208 million, up 50 percent),
food byproducts ($120 million, down 15
percent), ores, slag, ash ($112 million, up
306 percent), miscellaneous seeds, grains,
fruit ($100 million, up 40 percent) and meat
($93 million, up 11 percent).
Ores, slag and ash (mostly iron ores)
surged 306 percent, driven by major increases in sales to Canada and Japan. The
Netherlands and New Zealand contributed
the most to the 50 percent increase in air-

craft, spacecraft export sales.
The full 2017 second quarter export
report can be seen at DEED export and
trade statistics.
DEED is the state’s principal economic
development agency, promoting business
recruitment, expansion and retention, workforce development, international trade and
community development. For more details
about the agency and its services, visit
mn.gov/deed or follow DEED on Twitter
(twitter.com/mndeed). ♦
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Montana ranchers seek partnerships to
send US beef into Chinese markets
Xinhua, Sept. 13, 2017

Steve Daines (right), a senator from US state of Montana, and Cui Tiankai (left), Chinese Ambassador to the
United States, at the Morgan Ranch House, Bozeman, Mont., on Sept 8. [Photo/Xinhua]

[BOZEMAN, United States] “ We ’ r e v e r y e x c i t e d t h a t C h i n a
removed a ban on US beef imports,”
said Fred Wacker, a third-generation
rancher of Miles City in the
northwestern US state of Montana,
where there’re about three heads of
ca ttle for every person.
Tw o m o n t h s a g o , a s p a r t o f
the 100-day action plan to boost
ec onomic cooperation between the
United States and China, the two
countries reached a deal to reopen
Chinese markets for US beef.
China banned US beef imports in
2003 amid concerns over mad cow
disease. After the lifting of the ban,
r a n c h e r s i n M o n t a n a l i k e Wa c k e r

are eager to tap the huge potential
of Chinese markets, which have
around 300 million middle class
consumers.
H o w e v e r, M o n t a n a c u r r e n t l y
doesn’t have a large processing
plant to handle beef exports to
China. Most US meat producers
that have been approved to export
beef to China are located in the
Midwestern states of Nebraska,
Iowa and Kansas.
Wa c k e r, v i c e - p r e s i d e n t o f t h e
Montana Stockgrowers Association,
said it would cost him about $80 a
head to send cattle to feedlots and
processing plants in the Midwest,
so as to ship beef products to China

and other overseas markets. He
would like to build a world-class
processing plant in Montana.
“We have the land, we have the
cattle, we have the quality, we have
the water,” Wacker said, “We have
the interest in putting in a major
processing plant here, and we also
have very high-quality products.”
B u t Wa c k e r c o u l d n ’t b u i l d t h e
multi-million dollar infrastructure
on his own. “We need a partner who
is interested in Montana. We need a
partner who would take a look and be
a major buyer of our plant,” he said,
hoping Chinese companies could
have interests in the deal.
“It’s a really smart place for China
to put in investment and to partner
with Montana to have a really good
packing industry and processing
plant here,” Wacker said, arguing that
would help bring down logistic costs
and guarantee stable supply of high
quality beef to China, a win-win deal
for both sides.
Wa c k e r ’ s p r o p o s a l w a s w e l l
received at a roundtable meeting on
Friday between a Chinese delegation
and Montana farmers and ranchers,
hosted by US Senator Steve Daines
a t t h e M o rg a n R a n c h H o u s e , n e a r
downtown Bozeman, Montana.
Officials and staff from China’s
embassy in the United States, China
General Chamber of Commerce - USA,
and Bank of China (USA) all offered
advice for identifying potential
Chinese companies to partner with
Montana on the processing plant and
build brand awareness.
Citing Japanese successful
marketing of Kobe beef in China,
Zhu Hong, minister-counsellor for
economic and commercial affairs at
China’s embassy, said Montana also
has to promote its beef to Chinese
consumers and it will take a long
process.
“You have to let more and more
people know about the American
high-quality beef, Montana high-

quality beef,” Zhu said, believing
American beef will have a huge
Chinese market share in the next
five years.
Wacker said he would like to have
a roadshow in China to market its
beef and have a small party inviting
p e o p l e t o t a s t e d i ff e r e n t k i n d s o f
beef products. He believed Chinese
consumers would love the delicious
flavor of the all-natural beef after
taking the first bite.
“Nothing beats having Montana
farmers and ranchers around the table
with our Chinese leaders here to
talk about real solutions, real action
plans,” Daines, the senator from
Montana, was very pleased with the
outcome of the meeting, vowing to
seek closer cooperation with China
on agricultural trade.
“If we’re going to grow our
economy in Montana, we need to grow
our agricultural community and our
economy. China’s the second largest
beef import market in the world.
This is a tremendous opportunity for
Montana,” he said.
Cui Tiankai, Chinese Ambassador
to the United States, was also very
glad to visit ordinary folks in
Montana, which gave him great
confidence about prospects of ChinaUS relations.
“People in Montana are so
f r i e n d l y, a n d t h e y h a v e s u c h a n
aspiration for increasing their
contact with the Chinese people to
sell more products from Montana
to China, welcome more Chinese
tourists and students to Montana,”
the ambassador said, adding this
kind of mutual understanding and
friendship are the real foundation
of the state-to-state relationship
between the two countries.
“With this kind of foundation, I’m
quite confident that we will be able
to solve any problem between us and
there should be no trade war, there
should be no war whatsoever between
us,” he said.♦

and coordinating this event for Loudi No.1
Middle School.
China Insight and its China education
affiliate, Global Learning Alliance, were
honored to assist. Richard He, president
of China Insight and Global Learning
Alliance, is originally from Loudi City

and continues to be committed to
ensuring cross-cultural and educational
exchanges such as these take place.
All involved expressed thanks to
the host families whose generosity
made these experiences for the Loudi
students possible. ♦

education

Loudi students’ visit
continued from page 1
Internship Center, and a P.E. class
at the local nonprofit YMCA. They
also volunteered for Feed My Starving
Children. The Loudi visitors learned
the diverse culture, and experienced the
different education systems in U.S. and
China.
Out-of-class activities included
excursions to Como Zoo Park, Minnesota
Science Museum, University of Minnesota
and University of Northwest. They also
explored the Mall of America, which
did not disappoint as they bought lots of
stuff for themselves and loved the idea
of shopping, eating and entertainment all
under one roof.
On the weekends, all the group

members spent time primarily with their
host families so that they could become
more acquainted with each other and
learned more about different cultures.
The students had the chance to engage in
typical American family activities such
as attending Sunday church services,
barbeques in back yards and other outdoor
activities.
The students were sad to leave
Minnesota where they had gained many
exciting and fun experiences. Some said
that they would be back for next year’s
summer camp.
All travel arrangements were handled
by Minnesota Internship Center principal
and staff, who did a good job of organizing
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The Second War with Japan, Part II
By Pat Welsh, contributor

Chiang, wife Soong Mei-ling and Stilwell

The Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor changed everything for the
foreign interests in China. Foreign
concessions in Shanghai ended as
Japanese troops arrested and interned
all foreigners in China’s cities living
under their occupation. They were
no longer neutrals; they became enemy aliens.
In February 1942, Japan invaded
Burma (now known as Myanmar).
At first, Japan had no intention of
taking Burma, except Burma seemed
to be an easy acquisition as the
country was only lightly defended
by the British. Then too, seizing
Burma would cut off a supply route
to China as well as be a real threat
against India.
In Washington D.C.. Lieutenant
General Joseph W. Stilwell received
orders that would, over four years,
initiate a very different Chinese relationship with America. Stilwell was
to command some Chinese troops operating in Burma. In any case, both
General George Marshall in Washington and Chiang both viewed Stilwell
operating as Chiang’s junior partner.
Under Chiang and his uneasy relationship with Stilwell, Chiang had
both the United States and the British
Empire as allies against Japan.
Yet tension between Stilwell and
Chiang arose from Chiang’s intention to address the wrongs done to
China by both Japan and the Western
Powers. To the British, who actually
viewed Chiang with contempt and
arrogance, Chiang laid down a list
of demands that included the return
of Kowloon and Hong Kong to China
along with incorporating Tibet into
China. At that time the British had
still been exercising influence over
Tibetan foreign affairs.
In hindsight, it would appear that
both Chiang and his Western Allies
had views about each other that contained elements of deception. The
United States valued a continued
Chinese resistance against Japan because it limited the ability of Japan
to resist American naval and Marine
Corps efforts in the Pacific. The two
western allies did try to give the impression that China was a serious ally
but they only put a modest effort into
the relationship. On the other hand
Chiang seemed to overestimate what
he was worth to the Western Allies.
A second source of tension lie in
differences between Stilwell on one
side and General Clair Chennault, a
close friend of Chiang’s, on the other.

Chennault had
been in China
working with
Chiang since
1937 heading
t h e F l y i n g Ti gers and organizing Chiang’s
small air force.
Chennault believed air power held the key
to a swift victory in China,
whereas Stilwell contended
that the war in
China could only
be won by long and hard campaigns
on the ground. Stilwell had shared
Chiang’s hope that American ground
forces would fight in China, but
Chiang’s tension with Stilwell increased as he realized that the use of
American ground troops in China was
never seriously considered by Allied
commanders.

Clair Chennault`

A third source of tension arose out
of the common desire of both men
to rescue Burma. Chiang wanted
China’s southern borders with Burma
and the city of Mandalay to remain
secure. Yet Chiang viewed Stilwell
as a foreign general with no real
military experience, and because of
this, Chiang always feared losing a
significant part of what remained of
his forces under Stilwell.
On the other hand, Stilwell viewed
Chiang’s tactics as being too cautious. Stilwell wanted his Chinese
troops to be more aggressive in
northern Burma. In the third week of
March 1942, Stilwell’s tactics failed.
For this he blamed second-guessing
by his Chinese commanders and Chiang’s meddling. Back in Chongqing,
Stilwell offered to resign his command because his orders had not been
followed in Burma. Not wanting to
create a rift with an ally, yet while
still having serious reservations, Chiang relented and sent Stilwell back
to Burma accompanied by General
Luo Zhuoying who was to ensure
that Stilwell’s orders were enforced.
A new battle of wills erupted in
April when Stilwell’s plans in Burma were frustrated by the Japanese.
Failing in Burma, Stilwell wanted
his Chinese troops to retreat to India
while Chiang ordered the Chinese
troops to retreat northward. Stilwell
and his forces split. Stilwell and a
party of 80 Americans, British and
Chinese retreated on foot to India and
arrived on May 8. Chiang, angered at
Stilwell’s desertion, felt the alliance
was just empty words. The Chinese

troops who followed Chiang’s orders
were left behind to retreat back to
China as best they could on their
own. During a very arduous retreat
they fared poorly. Jungle conditions
and encounters with miscellaneous
Japanese took their toll before they
had made their way back to China.
The hope of using Burma as a supply
route to China came to an end.
Yet another part of the tension
g r e w o u t o f S t i l w e l l ’s r e a l i z a t i o n
that Chiang and his wife, Soong
Mei-ling, showed definite signs of
tolerating corruption. They seemed
to live well, but they seemed to lack
full appreciation of the economic disaster China was undergoing. While
wanting to modernize and institute
welfare relief on one hand, Chiang’s
connections to the criminal underworld cause him to lose the pluralism
that had marked his earliest wartime
phase.
Furthermore, his hatred for communism motivated him to name Dai
Li as head of the Military Investigation and Statistics Bureau, a terrorizing security organization used
as an instrument with strong ties
to the criminal underworld. Part
of Dai’s terror activities also arose
from a relationship with the American naval captain Milton Miles. The
two were key players in SACO (the
Sino-American Cooperation Organization) whose activities included
acquiring intelligence. The name
SACO was to leave a very sour taste

Dai Li and Milton Miles

in China after World War II because
of its association with the jailing
and torture of political dissidents,
especially the suspected communists.
One other idea about SACO was
that it was to train guerillas to harass
the Japanese when a hoped-for invasion of the Chinese eastern coast by
U.S. forces occurred. Estimates of
those trained range between 25,000
and 40,000. In his book “Forgotten
Ally,” Rana Mitter claims that this
training “was the mixture between
the sinister and the farcical” and he
gives details backing up his evaluation.
One has to give Chiang some
credit for attempting to deal with
the hardships experienced by his

countrymen. A taxation program in
1942 took in grain rather than cash.
This measure reduced inflationary
pressures, but it also provided many
opportunities for corruption. Then
an early autumn drought in 1942
occurred. Some places were spared,
but the problem was that of bringing food to places where needed.
Incompetence and corruption aggravated the situation. Mass starvation, especially in Henan Province,
revealed the desperation that the
common man in China was experiencing. The further east and north
one traveled, the harder it believed
that the Kuomintang state had real
authority beyond devalued banknotes
and words on paper. Civil servants
who kept Chiang’s government running found themselves on the wrong
side of the growing gap between the
privileged few that had black market
connections and the huge majority of
rural peasants and city workers who
did not. In all likelihood, Chiang
probably did have sympathy for the
victims of famine of 1942, but only
in an abstract sense.
A t t h e s a m e t i m e , Wa n g J i n g wei’s pro-Japanese government in
Nanjing had been experiencing a
constant crisis of legitimacy from
its beginning. Wang had also instituted a reign of terror headed by
Zhou Fohai (周佛海), who recruited
two Shanghai gangsters and former
communists, Li Shiqun (李士群) and
Ding Mocun (丁默村) as the face of
this operation. Their terror tactics
officially began in March 1940. They
had some short-term success in the
streets of the cities, but these tactics
also further weakened the legitimacy
of Wang’s state overall in the eyes of
many Chinese.
Returning to the communist-held
areas in the north, a new political
movement was underfoot. On Feb.
1, 1942, Mao Zedong addressed over
1000 party cadres claiming that the
party needed changes. This speech
initiated the “Rectification Movement (整顿作風). Always distrustful
of the educated elite, Mao stated that
the uneducated peasants understood
a reality of which the intelligentsia
was ignorant. The party work style
was to be rectified. The party was to
study Mao’s writings and a religious
commitment to the stated goals of the
Communist Party. There was to be
a thorough reinvention of Chinese
society. Mao wanted to remodel the
Chinese state and used Kang Sheng
(康生) and his methods of terror to
bring this about.
The year 1943 saw changes in the
deteriorating relationship between
Chiang and his Western Allies, the
topic of my next offering.♦

About Pat Welsh
In 2009 while teaching English at Sichuan University, Welsh was asked to give a
speech where he was introduced to the audience as a “pioneer of Chinese American
relations” as a result of his cooperative work in international banking during the Deng
Xiaoping era. For more than 65 years, Welsh has been learning Chinese and has used
this knowledge both professionally and personally to enhance his understanding of
Chinese and Asian affairs. Now fully retired, he currently resides in Georgia where
he used to lecture on China to a number of classes at Dunwoody High School.
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Dong men’s clothing
By Bu Aihua, The Center for Hunan Cultural Heritage at
Huaihua University, contributor
Note: This is the third article in the series on the Dong ethnic group
by Profes-sor Bu Aihua and The Center for Hunan Cultural Heritage
as U.S.-China cultur-al and educational exchange and research. The
Center for Hunan Cultural Her-itage is located in Huaihua University,
southwest Hunan Province, China. It is a provincial translation institute
dedicated to the preservation and develop-ment of Hunan’s diverse ethnic communities and shared with the global com-munity. This month’s
article features clothing worn by Dong men.
Professor Bu is the dean and professor in Foreign Language School of Huaihua University,
the main origin of Hmong and other minorities. Her major research interests cover comparative education, biculturalism and bicultural active liv-ing lifestyle with a special focus on the
Hmong youth in western part of Hunan Province and the state of Minnesota. She is also the
vice director of the Hunan Cultural Heritage Center.

The main Dong population in China are
in Guizhou, Hunan and Guangxi provinces.
Although the styles of the clothes are similar,
each region has its own characteristics. Generally speaking, the fabric is made of cotton,
and the colors are mainly purple-black, blue,
black or white. In general, the purple-black
is for the wintertime, while the white, blue, or
blue-white gingham are for summer. As to the
daily clothes, the styles are very simple and
plain, whereas the finest attire are for special
occasions, which are splendidly colorful and
accessorized with Dong ethnic characteristics.
Dong informal outfits
A very popular informal daily outfit for
Dong men is a top that either has front-toggle-closure or right-lapel worn with straightor wide-legged pants.
The upper garment generally has long,
narrow-sleeves with round and low-necked
or mandarin collar. What is special are the
hand-made cloth buttons, always in odd
numbers, such as 5, 7, 9, 11, which goes for
different people at different ages. The pants
are straight-, or wide-legged, or wide-crotch
with narrow legs. Sometimes, Dong men
wear handmade Dong red or purple-black
cotton belt over the upper garment, or leggings
around their lower legs, or wrap their heads
with long black or purple-black Dong fascinators, which are long cotton cloth wrapped
around the head for decorative purpose.
The red belt is worn just for special
performances. Nowadays, people who are
conservative and like to follow the old traditions in very remote rural areas prefer to wear
fascinators, belt or some other things in their
daily life. For the younger folks who are living
in urban areas, they prefer to follow current
fashion. But most still resort to wearing very
traditional clothes on special occasions, such
as festivals, weddings, funerals, etc. Colors
of the belts worn daily depend on personal
preference and hold no special significance.

Dong men in front-toggle-closure upper garment
with straight leg pants -- photo from Haosou

As to the right lapel upper garment with
straight-or wide-legged pants, the colors,
buttons as well as the pants are similar to
the front-toggle-closure upper garment style
mentioned above. The only difference is
that the buttons of the garment are on the
right. Similarly, sometimes, Dong men wear
leggings or long black or purple-black Dong
fascinators on the heads.

Dong men in right lapel upper garment -- photo
from www.diybuyi.com

Making Dong straw sandals---photo from 66gz.cn

Handmade Dong straw
sandals--- photo from
www.t-chs.com

Dong men in right lapel upper garment with narrowlegged pant -- photo from www.jxhswhcb.com

Dong men’s right lapel upper garment –
online photo

Dong men’s right lapel upper garment with widelegged pants -- online photo

Dong men’s right-lapel upper garment with wide
crotch and narrow leg

Dong men and women performing Lusheng dance in
Lusheng outfits -- photo from www.hpa.net.cn

Dong formal outfits
Dong men usually wear formal outfits on
very special occasions, which come in a great
variety with typical regional ethnic characteristics of the different Dong regions. Widely
accepted in Dong culture are the Lusheng,
the 100-bird-feather, the Samurai and the
longevity outfits.
Dong Lusheng outfit
The Lusheng outfit is a very popular
outfit among Dong men when they perform
the traditional Dong Lusheng dance at traditional Dong festivals. The styles are different
in different Dong regions. For example, the
photo below and on top of next column show
a very popular style worn by Dong men in
Tongdao county in Hunan Province. The
fabric is handmade Dong cotton cloth, and
the colors are purple-black or white. The
upper garment is the ordinary style mentioned
above; however, over the garment, Dong men
usually wear very colorful waistcoats, which
are of handmade Dong brocade embroidered
different patterns. The pants are cropped and
wide-legged with colorful Dong embroidered

Dong men performing Lusheng dance in Lusheng
outfits with leggings - photo from www.baidu.com

hems. The leggings are red or white handmade
Dong cotton band, sometimes, embroidered,
and wrapped around the lower legs. The shoes
are handmade Dong straw sandals. In addition, Dong men wrap purple-black or black
fascinators decorated with embroidered white
or pink cotton ribbons around their heads.
Dong 100-bird-feather outfit
The 100-bird-feather outfit is very popular among Dong ethnic regions of Sanjiang
and Rongshui counties in Guangxi Province,
Yinzhao village of Liping county in Guizhou
Province. The outfit is usually worn on very
special occasions, such as weddings and at
very important traditional festivals. Generally
speaking, the upper garments are long-sleeve,
front-toggle-closure or right lapel, worn with a
waistcoat. The waistcoats are made of Dong
brocade and embroidered with very popular
Dong totem patterns, such as dragon birds,
dragon cocks, dragon cows, dragon fish, butterflies, flowers as well as Dong folktales about
warrior Chi You, Butterfly Mother, Jiang Yang
shooting down 11 suns, and so forth.. The
pants are narrow-legged with skirt-type waistbands. The waistbands are made of strings of
Dong brocade with a variety of shapes, such
as square, diamond, or round, with rings of
beautiful white goose or bird’s feathers attached at the hem. For the heads, Dong men
usually wear more than 10-foot-long black or
purple-black Dong fascinators. Why are these
outfits called 100-bird-feather? The birds
embroidered on the waistcoats and the strings
of the white feathers hanging on the colorful waistbands bear the meaning. You can
imagine how magical and spectacular when
groups of Dong men wear 100-bird-feather
outfits dancing and spinning like hundreds of
beautiful and happy white birds!

Dong men in
100-bird-feather
outfits---photo from
Shi Guangrui

continued on page 16
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Ancient resounding bells
of China at Smithsonian’s
Freer Sackler Gallery
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collections and range
in size from 1 inch
to almost 3 feet in
height; they reflect
every major development in the evolution
of ancient Chinese
bell design and related
musical practice.
This exhibit explores the chronological and developmenThis six-bell set was intended for use with other instruments in musical ensembles tal phases in the design and use of bells;
“Resound: Bells of Ancient China” will
the earliest bells (ling) and jingles were
feature more than 60 bells and noisemakers
made for animals and chariots (1600-1000
that span the entire length of the Chinese
B.C.) and created sound through movement;
Bronze Age (ca. 1800 B.C.-A.D. 9) and
the most common are small bells made
explore the development of this important
for dog collars. Much larger bells with
musical tradition. The exhibition at the clappers (bo), also made to be suspended
Smithsonian’s Arthur M. Sackler Gallery mouth down, were developed in the Yangzi
will open Oct. 14 as a part of the museums’ River valley (1300-800 B.C.). Nao bells,
reopening weekend celebration.
designed to be played mouth upwards, were
Bells were among the first bronze objects struck on the outside with mallets. Made
made in China, beginning at least by 1600 in different sizes, small versions were used
B.C. Distinct musical cultures involving musically in sets not unlike modern hand
these instruments flourished simultaneous- bells (1300-1000 B.C.). The development
ly in north and south China, and cultural of bell sets on a much larger scale both in
exchange accelerated advances in form and size and number dates to the second half of
sound in both regions. The melodic use of the Bronze Age (1050-300 B.C.). These
tuned bells signals the technical sophistica- bells (niu, bo, yong and goudiao), are lenstion of the later Chinese Bronze Age.
shaped in horizontal cross-section and have
The bells included in the exhibition are the capacity to produce two different notes.
continued on page 10
largely drawn from the Sackler’s extensive
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Garden of Harmonious Beauty
opens at Arboretum
By Judy Hohmann, contributor
Arboretum in Chanhassen.
Amidst mild rain showers,
the “Garden of Harmonious
Beauty” showcased a blend
of Chinese cultural elements
of architecture, rocks, water
and plants — integrating artistry with nature. The new
Chinese Garden celebrated the
completion of Phase 2 design
and construction with global
partners, donors and supporters from the Arboretum and
Chinese-American community.
Ribbon cutting for Garden of Harmonious Beauty
Guests previewed a customized
pond and garden path, gated
The first-ever Chinese Garden in viewing platform, moon gate entry, peony
Minnesota opened officially to great in- pavilion, peony and plants garden, and trio
ternational fanfare and a watery welcome of Qinling Mountain rocks from Shaanxi
on Sept. 18, at the Minnesota Landscape Provincial Government in central China.
Dignitaries included University of
Minnesota President Eric Kaler, who
spoke of the long-standing sister state
relationship between Shannxi Province
and the State of Minnesota. In fact, Kaler
stated the 103-year relationship of China
and the University of Minnesota — with
the Pan brothers and friend from Shanghai, who made their way in 1914, from the
land of terra cotta soldiers to the land of
10,000 lakes — to study engineering and
mining technology at the U. Currently,
there are more than 5,000 alumni living
in China, and, over the years, more than
8,000 students from China have earned
Scholars’ rocks from Quinling Mountains
University of Minnesota degrees. Right

now, nearly 3,000
Chinese students
are on campus.
Shi Chengjun,
deputy director general of the
Shaanxi Provincial
People’s Govern- Chinese moon gate entrance
ment spoke on behalf of the Shaanxi
Friendship Delegation; and Liu Jun, nitaries and community supporters was
Deputy Consul General of the Chinese taken at the conclusion, representing the
Consulate in Chicago, Ill., also shared community brought together by the new
remarks about the continuing garden Chinese Garden. The Chinese Garden
partnership with the Arboretum garden opened to all Arboretum members and
and University.
visitors in late September. ♦
From the Chinese-American community, Hoyt Hsiao provided a donor’s perspective on behalf of his family’s lead
donor role for the Chinese garden path,
named for his parents, Fred and Jennie
Hsiao. Kaimay Yuen Terry, who with
her husband Dr Joseph Terry, funded
• 2,200 tiles on the Peony Pavilion
the moon gate, recognized the Chinese
• ,000+ species of peonies
American Association of Minnesota and
• 70,000 lbs. weight of Qinling
the many community supporters of the
Mountain rocks
Chinese Garden. Minnesota Landscape
• 6,790 miles traveled by rocks
Arboretum Foundation President Todd
from Shannxi Province to ArboWagner then invited the event guests to
retum
join in a toast and ribbon cutting, and
• 994 miles long Qinling Mountain
to explore the new garden.
range
Closing the program was a perfor• 4 modes of transport for Qinling
mance by the Shaanxi Provincial Folk
Mountain rocks (ship, train, truck,
crane)
Orchestra playing traditional Chinese
musical instruments. A “family photo”
of the extremely talented musicians, dig-

By the numbers
fun facts
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Ancient resounding bells of China
continued from page 9
The exhibition features a large
number of these advanced instruments,
including a set of six matched bells of
graduated size. They would have been
used melodically in ensembles with
reeds, strings and percussion.
Additional bells included in the
exhibition are signaling bells used in
warfare (zheng) (600-100 B.C.) and
miniatures made solely for burial with the
dead (300 B.C.-A.D. 9).
“Resound” integrates new technologies
that will encourage visitors to explore
acoustics and experience the unique
properties of ancient Chinese bells as
well as allow them to “see sound.” One
interactive lets museum goers strike
a replica Chinese bell to produce two
distinct notes and watch a digital display
of its sounds. A second station allows
visitors to “play” the museum’s six-bell
set (500-400 B.C.) virtually on a touch
screen, hearing the 12 real notes first heard
2,500 years ago.
These same 12 notes were
shared with three contemporary
composers who were commissioned
to create soundscapes for the gallery.
The soundscapes, accompanied
by moving-image projections that
interpret the sounds into a visual
experience, were composed by Hugh
Livingston, Norman Lowery and
Doug van Nort. These composers
have used the given bell sounds to

form melodies, textures, rhythms and
forms that bring an ancient tradition
to life in the 21st century.
As part of the preparation for the
three-volume Ritual Bronzes from the
Arthur M. Sackler Collection, all of the
Sackler bells were thoroughly studied;
many were analyzed acoustically.
Programs related to the exhibition will
include performances of new compositions
inspired by the sounds of ancient Chinese
bells by local and international musicians,
art-making workshops, after-hour events
and curator-led gallery talks. A highlight
of the 2017-18 program season will be the
Washington, D.C., premiere of Augusta
Read Thomas’ “Resounding Earth” for
125 Asian bells by the Grammy Awardwinning Third Coast Percussion ensemble
on April 28, 2018.
About the Freer and Sackler
Galleries
The Smithsonian’s Freer Gallery of
Art and the adjacent Arthur M. Sackler
Gallery, located on the National Mall
in Washington, D.C., together comprise
the nation’s museums of Asian art. It
contains one of the most important
collections of Asian art in the world,
featuring more than 40,000 objects
ranging in time from the Neolithic to
the present day, with especially fine
groupings of Islamic art, Chinese jades,
bronzes and paintings and the art of
the ancient Near East. The galleries

also contain important masterworks
from Japan, ancient Egypt, South and
Southeast Asia and Korea, as well as
the Freer’s noted collection of works by
American artist James McNeill Whistler.

The Freer|Sackler is a part of the
Smithsonian, the world’s largest museum, education and research complex,
which is dedicated to the increase and
diffusion of knowledge.♦

Played with mallets, the earliest Chinese
musical bells (nao) were held with the mouth
positioned up.

Bell with birds and tigers, Yangzi River valley, ca.
1050–900 B.C.

Dramatic niu bells like these, made in south China, are decorated with birds, tigers,
and other creatures..

Chinese vase sells for $5.2m,
10,000 times its estimated price
chinadaily.com.cn | September 26, 2017
A Chinese
vase was sold
for a record five
million Swiss
francs ($5.18
million) at a
Geneva auction house on
Sept 21, 10,000
times its original valued price
of between 500
to 800 Swiss
francs ($517$828).
A Chinese vase sold for $5.2
According
million at a Geneva auction house
to the catalogue
on Sept 21. [Photo/VCG]
of Geneve-Encheres auction
house, the vase, 60cm tall which depicts three
blue dragons against a yellow backdrop, is from

the 20th century but it beats an unverified mark
most likely of Emperor Qianlong of the Qing
Dynasty (1644-1911).
A heated bidding battle was played out on
Thursday by two bidders who believed the vase
was created during the 18th century. The vase was
sold to an amateur bidder from Asia.
The auctioneer at Geneve-Encheres said
exact age of the vase was difficult to evaluate,
which led to their conservative estimate of the
final selling price. The final price was 10,000
times more than the original estimate.
“This is the hammer price so with the commission added it is a total of 6.08 million Swiss
francs ($6.1 million),” said auctioner Olivier
Fichot.
The vase was also the highest bid ever
made in Geneva outside of jewelry and watches, added Fichot. The previous record was held
by a bronze Buddha statue sold for 550,000
Swiss francs ($570,000). ♦

community

Three Chinese American
legal professionals receive
diversity awards
[MINNEAPOLIS] Three ChineseAmerican
legal professionals are the recipients of The First
Minnesota Lawyer – Diversity & Inclusion
Awards. Minnesota Lawyer is a leading
legal publication in Minnesota. This award
recognizes those in the legal profession who

go above and beyond in their efforts to create
a more diverse and inclusionary community.
The three are among “28 individuals and
organizations who have laid the foundation of
diversity and inclusion in the law that today’s
practitioners are building upon.”♦
see page 14
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What is inclusion?
By Chang Wang, contributor
Tang Emperor Gaozong (628-83), the
third emperor of the great Tang Dynasty
(618-907), once visited the home of Zhang
Gongyi, who lived together with the
improbable number of nine generations
of his family. When the emperor asked
Zhang for the reasons that such a large
family could live well together, Zhang
picked up a brush and wrote the character
“Ren” (image below) a hundred times.
“Ren” means “forbearance,” a combination of patience, tolerance, compassion,
accommodation and self-control.
Today, it is still quite common for
Chinese, and many other Asian, families
to have three generations under one roof.
Protocols are followed, elders are respected, and children are disciplined. People
have less expectation of privacy, but a
high degree of tolerance for disagreement.
Under the circumstance, patience is the
cardinal virtue, compromise is a routine.
In 1991, I started my college education
in filmmaking in Beijing. The first film
we studied in American Film History class
was D. W. Griffin’s 1916 epic silent film
“Intolerance.” This complex film consists
of four distinct, but parallel, stories that
demonstrate mankind’s persistent intolerance throughout the ages. “The purpose of
the production,” according to the producer, “is to trace a universal theme through
various periods of the race’s history.
Ancient, sacred, mediaeval, and modern
times are considered.” The film was a
personal indictment of moral hypocrisy,
persecution, and intolerance. Ironically,
“Intolerance” is often regarded as Griffin’s
cinematic apology for “Birth of a Nation,”
which was criticized by as perpetuating
racial stereotypes and glorifying the Klan.
Intolerance always comes with a
strong sense of victimhood. From kindergarten to graduate school, Chinese
are taught “a hundred years of humiliation,” which refers to the period of
intervention and imperialism by Western
powers and Japan in China between
1839 and 1949. This time was long
gone, but as a leading China scholar Professor Orville Schell observed, “China
is still living in the syndrome of being
the victim, and we don’t know when that
syndrome will finally be cured.”

Front page of The San Francisco Call –Nov. 20, 1901,
Chinese Exclusion Convention

Recently, we also saw hundreds of
Neo-Nazis and Klansman marching in
Charlottesville, Va., with torches and
chanting “Jews will not replace us!”
They feel they are the victims – victims
of multiculturalism, victims of tolerance,
victims of diversity and inclusion. This
strong sense of victimhood, ironically,
often felt so personally by people who are
privileged and people in power.
Before “Jews will not replace us”
and “Build the Wall” was “Chinese Must
Go” by Denis Kearney (1847–1907), the
California labor leader of the late 19th
century who was known for his nativist
and racist views about Chinese immigrants. “A demagogue with extraordinary power” who felt victimized by poor
and hard-working Chinese immigrants.
He deserved some credit for making the
“Chinese Question” a national issue and
shaping the legislation of the Chinese
Exclusion Act in 1882. The Act, signed
by President Chester A. Arthur on May
6, 1882, prohibiting all immigration

of Chinese laborers,
is the first federal law
implemented to prevent
a specific ethnic group
from immigrating to the
United States. It was
repealed 61 years later.
To the contrary of
this type of imagined
victimhood in America
and in China, Switzerland embraces tolerance,
compromise, diversity
and inclusion. Switzerland has four official
national languages: German, French, Italian and
Rhaeto-Romanic, and
almost everyone speaks
English. In the Parliament, four official languages are spoken, each
member can speak his/
her own language, and
they are not necessarily
being translated into
other official languages.
Members debate and
argue in their own languages, and agreement
are reached in different languages. Swiss
people are fully aware that other people
speak, think, and behave differently. You
have to acknowledge the facts that all
men/women are equal, different languages
and cultures are just different, and nobody
will replace you. No language, culture and
tradition are superior to the others. If you
don’t understand what other people are
saying, it is not their fault, it is your loss.
Swiss Parliament is the modern version of Zhang ’s nine-generation household. Both are houses of inclusion, where
accommodations are made, compromise
are sought, and tolerance is routinely
practiced.
Inclusion is a state of being valued,
respected and supported. It’s about focusing on the needs of every individual
and ensuring the right conditions are
in place for each person to achieve his
or her full potential. Inclusion is the
culture that connects each individual
to the larger community. This culture

encourages collaboration, flexibility,
equal protection, equal opportunity and
fundamental fairness.
Inclusion does not include exclusion:
in community and society, exclusiveness
should not be accommodated, because
exclusiveness will grow like cancer
cells, finally eating up all the healthy
cells. Swiss and German outlawed Nazi
symbolism, denial of the Holocaust is
a criminal offense in many European
countries. But in the United States, hate
speech is protected. In one of the recent
First Amendment case, the U.S. Supreme
Court wrote, “Speech that demeans on the
basis of race, ethnicity, gender, religion,
age, disability, or any other similar ground
is hateful; but the proudest boast of our
free speech jurisprudence is that we protect the freedom to express “the thought
that we hate” (Matal v. Tam, 2016). You
may be proud, but many are hurt. In the
recent decade, the First Amendment has
been conveniently utilized to reverse
political correctness and to eliminate the
progress in equal protection. Thus you
saw the proud display of military gear
and the swastikas, you hear the chanting
of “Blood and Soil” in Charlottesville,
where hate claimed victimhood and prepared to attack.
Even His Holiness the Dalai Lama, the
human embodiment of inclusion, strongly
discourages the worship of an angry and
vengeful spirit who favored an exclusive
stance. As His Holiness said, “Restricting
a form of practice that restricts others’
freedom is actually a protection of freedom. So in other words, negation of a
negation is an affirmation.”
In today’s America, we need an affirmation of inclusiveness, an affirmation
of equality, and an affirmation of basic
human decency. ♦
Chang Wang is chief research and
academic officer of Thomson Reuters
and adjunct professor at the University
of Minnesota, Metropolitan State University, and China University of Political Science and Law. Wang currently
resides in St. Paul with his family.

Observations on identity of 19-yr-old Chinese
adoptee, or aka my daughter
By Will Ahern, contributor

Editor’s note: China Insight did an
article on Summer Ahern and her experience as a Chinese adoptee in June
2017. This is her father’s perspective
on her cultural identity.
Summer and I were standing side by side
in front of the bathroom vanity. She was
about 10 or 12 years old. She spoke…”Dad,
I don’t think I look very Chinese.” This goes
right to her sense of identity.
My wife, Elizabeth, and I traveled to
China for three weeks to adopt our daughter in 1999. Summer was just 18 months
old. Three weeks in China was amazing,

beginning in Beijing after a 12.5-hour flight,
I think. I did not know airplanes could stay
in the air so long! We did Beijing Zoo, Great
Wall and shopping in Beijing before flying
to Guangzhou. From Guangzhou by train to
Shaoguan up the Pearl River. Get Summer.
Then return to Beijing for the flight home.
Now 18 or so years later our daughter
has started her sophomore year at college.
The relevance of not thinking she looked
“very Chinese” was tied to her sense of identity. Through her eyes, she saw non-Chinese
parents, non-Chinese classmates, etc. Experienced little, if any, prejudice that we noted.
During the 18 years, we have prodded her
to participate in things Chinese locally. She

has been a willing joiner. I have observed
over these years, that the attraction to be an
American is more compelling than anything
I can offer regarding things Chinese.
As she started the college application
process a few years ago, we were shocked
to find out that she is considered a “person
of color.” What? She has grown up in
what we think is a color-blind environment
where ALL people are the same. What
does “person of color” have to do with my
daughter? OK so she is a person of color so
there will be advantages for her in college.
Well, not so fast. Maybe the kids of Asian
and Indian descent are regarded as being
over represented and she will experience

discrimination in reverse. Not sure how
this really played out because everybody
is so politically correct in this system of
college entrance.
In many ways, her sense of self has been
shaped by what she sees.
She senses herself as a thinking, caring
human being; an American; a Minnesotan.
Oh, and she was born in China. I was born
in St. Paul … gotta be from somewhere.
Her sense of being genetically Chinese has
little to do with her persona … I think. .
But that suggested to me that her self-view
was somewhat altered by the environment
in which she grew up. I’m Scot and Irish,
continued on page 14
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“The Souls of China: The Return of Religion
After Mao” by Ian Johnson
Reviewed by Jonathan Chatwin, Asian Review of Books, Aug. 26, 2017
Author: Ian Johnson
Publisher: Pantheon
Publication date: April 2017
Softcover: 480 pages
Ian Johnson is a 2001 Pulitzer Prize winner. He is a
Beijing-based writer and also
teaches undergraduate classes
at The Beijing Center for Chinese
Studies.
He studied in Beijing from
1984-1985 and in Taipei from
1986-1988. He has written for
Baltimore’s The Sun and The Wall
Street Journal covering China’s
macroeconomics, WTO accession
and social issues. In 2017, he
was awarded Stanford University’s Shorenstein Journalism
Award for his work covering Asia.
He has spent more than a decade
in the Greater China region.

How does one quantify something
as ephemeral as faith? We have become familiar with accounts of China
which predicate their analysis on
statistics — hard numbers seeming
one of the few means of offering an
objective view of the scale and complexity of the country. And certainly
when it comes to faith in modern
China the numbers are striking: 300
million people, or thereabouts, now
consider themselves a follower of a
faith of some kind — almost a quarter
of the country.
Yet, while such figures provide a
practical, if partial, illustration of the
resurgence of religion in China, they
tell us little about the nature of the
spiritual life they account, and still
less about any given individual’s own
motivation in undertaking religious
practice. In “The Souls of China,”
the Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist
Ian Johnson undertakes an inquiry
into the lives of those guided by faith
in modern China, observing their
practice with patience and sympathy.
In researching and writing “The
Souls of China,” Johnson consciously
elected to pursue a limited number

of stories. The three main groups
whose experiences Johnson follows
are all Han Chinese: a Shanxi family
of Daoist funeral masters; a group
of Beijing pilgrims who run a shrine
on Miaofengshan, in the mountains
west of the capital; and a protestant
congregation in Chengdu. In addition, Johnson pursues two supporting
narrative threads: one relating to
the personal masters or shifu, who
act as guides to spiritual practice,
particularly for China’s aspirational
middle class and, finally, that of the
government’s conflicted relationship
with faith in modern China.
Part of the story that the book
tells is of the remarkable recovery
of religion in China over the last
f e w d e c a d e s ; a r e s u rg e n c e w h i c h ,
as Johnson observes in the opening
chapters of “The Souls of China,” has
occurred in the face of “the destruction of religious infrastructure and
knowledge, the continued political
suppression, and the broader difficulties of defining one’s spirituality.”
One can trace China’s uneasiness
with religious faith back to the declining years of the Qing Dynasty:
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“The suppression of religion in
China really began in the late 19th
century, with the increasing belief
amongst reformers that religion and
superstition were part of a set of
problems which were holding China
back,” Johnson observes when we
speak over the phone. “Many local
temples were converted into schools
at that time.”
However, it was the ascendance
to power of the Chinese Communist
Party — and the Cultural Revolution,
which raged from 1966 to 1976 —
that ultimately resulted in the demise
of spiritual life in China. For China’s
new leaders, the old customs and
habits that religion represented were
both a remnant of the feudal past and
potentially dangerous in their potential to encourage faith in something
other than the Party.
“The Souls of China” adopts as
its orienting structure the phases of a
single year in the Chinese traditional
calendar. The old lunisolar calendar
was replaced back in 1929, but in recent years Johnson began to observe
it creeping back into everyday life.
“The way that a culture measures
time is revealing,” he comments. “I
had begun to notice that people were
becoming more interested again in
the traditional solar terms; you could
even download apps and screensavers tracking the different phases.”
These 24 phases are tied to seasonal
change, with evocative titles such
as “Awakening of Insects” or “Clear
and Bright.”
As Juliet Bredon observes in
h e r b o o k “ T h e M o o n Ye a r ” — a n
acknowledged influence on “Souls”
— the system reflects a belief in
“the interdependence of earth and
sky and the connection between the
spiritual, the animate and the inanimate worlds.” Johnson sees in the
r e a w a k e n i n g o f a ff e c t i o n f o r t h i s
ancient system of accounting the year
an analogy for the broader search in
China for something beyond the materialism of the modern world and the
atomising influence of urbanization.
“Many people in China today feel
that there is something missing in
their lives,” he observes. “Religion
or spirituality seem to offer ways to
fill the vacuum.” As one of Johnson’s interviewees comments:
We t h o u g h t w e w e r e u n h a p p y
because we were poor. But now a
lot of us aren’t poor anymore, and
yet we’re still unhappy. We realize
there’s something missing and that’s
a spiritual life.

The professed policy of the Party
is “respect for and protection of the
freedom of religious belief” and the
g o v e r n m e n t o ff i c i a l l y r e c o g n i z e s
five religions: Buddhism, Daoism,
Islam, Catholicism and Protestantism
— the latter two divided for administrative reasons.
Growing at particular speed,
Johnson notes, are Buddhism and
P r o t e s t a n t i s m . Ye t t h e P a r t y r e mains suspicious of religion as a
social force, and keep close watch
on organised activities. How did the
sensitivity around religion in China
affect Johnson’s ability to pursue the
stories he wanted to tell? “People
on the whole were welcoming and
even excited that stories were going
to be written for an audience outside
China,” he comments.
There were some ground rules
with the Early Rain Church in
Chengdu, a high-profile underground
church that is led by the former civil
rights lawyer Wang Yi, but what is
striking about the book is the openness with which his subjects speak to
Johnson. “I think as long as people
feel that you are telling their stories in good faith, with honesty and
clarity, they are open; keen for this
important aspect of their lives to be
understood.”
Faith is an aspect of Chinese
culture oft-overlooked in coverage
of the country. The journalistic imperative to keep up with the churn
of politics and economics tends to
restrict the possibility of considering
such complex topics in the depth, and
with the time, they require.
Bredon wrote in the 1920s of the
d i ff i c u l t i e s o f u n d e r s t a n d i n g t h i s
most intangible aspect of Chinese
culture:
As for the intimate life of the
Chinese, their religions, their superstitions, their ways of thought, the
hidden springs by which they move,
the customs followed behind the protecting walls of homes and temples
— it is only after many years’ residence among them that one can hope
to penetrate these inner mysteries.
In Ian Johnson, whose relationship with China dates to the mid1980s and who took five years in
researching “The Souls of China,”
the faithful have found an ideal
chronicler. With the patience of the
ethnographer, and the precision of a
journalist, Johnson has produced an
enduring account of China’s inner
life at a time of disorienting social
and economic change. ♦

ChinaInsight is a local newspaper fostering U.S.-China cultural

and business harmony.

We are interested in publishing articles that engage audiences in America.
Potential topics range from understanding daily life in China (or for Chinese
in America) to discussions of business markets from both an American or
Chinese viewpoint.
If you would like to contribute an article, please contact Greg Hugh at
612-723-4872 or e-mail ghugh@chinainsight.info.

About the reviewer
Jonathan Chatwin is a writer and journalist from Birmingham, England, and author of
“Anywhere Out of the World,” a literary biography of Bruce Chatwin (no relation). He holds
a Ph.D. in English literature from the University of Exeter.
His essays and articles have been published by the British Film Institute, Caixin, the Los
Angeles Review of Books and Studies in Travel Writing, and he writes regularly on Chinese
history and culture for the Asian Review of Books and That’s magazines.
Chatwin is currently completing a non-fiction work based on a journey across Beijing,
titled “Long Peace Street: A Journey in Modern China.”
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Taiwanese
“Before & After”
restaurant
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By Zhou Lin, China Today, Jan. 27, 2016
“A million family heirlooms are no better
than learning a homemade dish,” declared
Zhang Yongzhong, CEO of the Taiwanese
“Before & After” restaurant. According
to him, a sophistically-cooked dish passed
down through generations inherits the flavor
of family and is a symbol of love between
parents and their children.

Steamed chicken with black pepper

Sausage

Zhang Yongzhong, an indigenous Taiwanese, told the reporter that “good things
must be shared with good friends.” In
the spring of 2005, he chose Nanxincang
in Dongcheng District of Beijing to open
his first “Before & After” restaurant. The
location is well-known as it was once the
imperial granary to store imperial cereals
and official ration rice during the Ming
(1368-1644) and Qing dynasties (16441911). A decade on, the restaurant is now
part of a chain with altogether five branches in Beijing and a public open kitchen
where citizens can learn Taiwanese cuisine and recipes from famous people. The
Taiwanese-styled restaurant with a menu
full of famous recipes has firmly captured
the hearts of gourmets.
The key to cooking Chinese food is
sincere and whole-hearted preparation.
An earnest attitude is particularly needed
to make the perfect delicacy. Well-prepared materials, outstanding technical
skills, and patient stirring, chopping, and
cooking all make the best chefs.
Spring Festival in Taiwan is an occasion for the whole family to sit around a
bubbling hot pot in a house filled with
the aroma of food, expressing their good
wishes for the coming year and sending
blessings to each other.

“Hotchpotch” (Treasure Bowl)

“Hotchpotch” (Treasure Bowl) is a
big dish especially prepared for the eve of
the lunar New Year. It combines 18 main

materials including sea cucumber, shrimp,
scallop, and yellow croaker, as well as 15
auxiliary ingredients. The cooking process has multiple steps and takes one and
a half days. A special sauce is prepared
in advance. Various main ingredients are
marinated in the sauce for 24 hours and
then all ingredients are put on a slow fire
simmering for 12 hours. This time-con-

some left.” Later, Yang explained that he had
frozen the last serving of meat but never ate it
knowing that it might be the last braised pork
dish ever made by his elderly mother. This
dish, with a back-story of motherly love, was
adopted by “Before & After” and its sentiment
resonates with every Chinese who finds himor herself far from home.
“We try to invoke the memories of

Beancurd with mushroom sauce

Mother Yang’s braised pork

suming method makes every morsel soft
and tender with rich flavors and an alluring
taste, profusely praised by gourmets.
“Mother Yang’s Braised Pork” originates
from a touching story. Its creator was the
mother of Yang Huaimin, the first male
Taiwanese Opera actor. When Yang was
young his whole family emigrated to the
U.S., leaving him alone to perform in Taiwan.
His mother missed
her youngest son
so much that she
came back every
half year to cook
for him. As braised
and minced pork
was easy to pre- Custom-made beancurd
serve, Yang’s mother would cook a large pot of it and divide it into
20 or 30 servings before leaving for America
again. However, as Yang’s mother got older
she found she could no longer make the long
journey home. She would call her son from
the other side of the Pacific Ocean and ask
whether he had any braised pork to eat. Yang
always answered, “Don’t worry, there is still

moving stories like this with our food, and
there are too many of them to share,” said
Zhang Yongzhong.

Braised prawns beancurd

Another new restaurant has recently been
established in the cultural and innovative
base of Dougezhuang in Beijing’s Chaoyang
District comprising a distribution base and
recipe R&D center. Visitors can learn how to
prepare famous dishes at the center. “Family
Cook” and “Taiwanese Food Fashion” are two
new brands that allow top chefs to share their
culinary skills with the general public. Zhang
Yongzhong said, “The earliest Taiwanese
cuisines were those sold by peddlers on the
roadside.” Delicacies for everyone is the distinguishing feature of Taiwan culture and also
the business philosophy of “Before & After.”
At the Taiwanese “Before & After”
chain in Beijing, everyone can get to know
Taiwan, sample the delicious food, and bask
in nostalgia. ♦
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continued from page 10
The Honorable Tony N. Leung (梁栋宁) is a United States Magistrate Judge for the United
States District Court for the District of Minnesota, appointed in 2011.
He is the first federal judge of Asian-Pacific heritage in Minnesota when he was appointed in
1994 by Governor Arne H. Carlson. Before his appointment to the federal bench, Leung served
for nearly 17 years as a state District Court Judge in Minnesota’s Fourth Judicial District in
Hennepin County. Prior to his elevation to the Hennepin County bench, he was an equity partner
at the law firm now named Faegre Baker Daniels. Leung received his bachelor’s degree with
honors from Yale University and juris doctor from New York University School of Law. He was
born in Hong Kong and immigrated to America with his family as a child.

Ivan Kenneth Fong (方富宇) is senior vice president, Legal Affairs and General Counsel of
the 3M Company, after serving as general counsel for the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.
Fong earned a bachelor’s in chemical engineering and a master’s in chemical engineering practice from Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He went on to Stanford Law School where he
was president of the Stanford Law Review and graduated with a juris doctor with distinction. He
was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship and studied at Oxford, earning a Bachelor of Civil Law (a
post-graduate degree) with first class honours. He was a law clerk to Judge Abner J. Mikva of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit and then Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor.
He was in private practice as a partner with Covington & Burling and was later appointed deputy
associate attorney general at the U.S. Department of Justice. He then served as general counsel of
GE Vendor Financial Services and later joined Cardinal Health as chief legal officer and secretary.
He was unanimously confirmed by the U.S. Senate and sworn in as general counsel of Homeland
Security in 2009. He became senior vice president, Legal Affairs and General Counsel of 3M in
2012. He serves on the Council of the American Law Institute and on the board of directors of
Minnesota Public Radio and Equal Justice Works.
Chang Wang (王昶) is chief researcher at Thomson Reuters, a company that provides professionals with the intelligence, technology and human expertise they need to find trusted answers.
Wang is the second Chinese ever elected to the prestigious American Law Institute (ALI). He is
a board member of Immigration Law Council, Minnesota State Bar Association; and a member of
Civil Engagement Committee of Minnesota Governor Dayton’s Diversity Council. Wang received
a B.F.A. in Filmmaking from Beijing Film Academy, an M.A. in Comparative Literature and Comparative Cultural Studies from Peking (Beijing) University, an M.A. in Art History from University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and a Juris Doctor from the University of Minnesota Law School.
He has been admitted into law practice in New York, Minnesota, the District of Columbia and
federal courts. He specializes in immigration law and foreign direct investment. Wang also holds
associate and adjunct professorships at eight law schools in the U.S., China, Austria, Switzerland
and Italy. Wang has published six books and numerous essays and academic papers on law, art and
U.S.-China relations.
commentary

Observations on identity
continued from page 11

Hoyt Hsiao, president and CEO of
Shaw-Lundquist Associates Inc. was
recently selected by MINNEAPOLIS/
ST.PAUL BUSINESS JOURNAL as one
of its most admired 2017 CEOs.
continued on page 16
events

Celebrate the 106th
National Day of
Republic of China
Date: Saturday, Oct. 7
Time: 2 p.m. (admission: 1:30 p.m.)
Location: St. Paul Student Center
T h e a t e r, U n i v e r s i t y o f M i n n e s o t a
(2017 Buford Ave., St. Paul)
Cost: $5
The Minnesota Chinese Cultural
Services Center and several other local
nonprofit organizations will host a music
concert at to celebrate the 106th anniversary of the National Day of the Republic of China The program includes
chorus, soprano solo, tenor solo, erhu,
string quartet ensemble, etc.
The National Day is held in Taiwan
every Oct. 10 to mark the date of
the Wuchang Uprising of 1911 that
overthrew the Chinese emperor and
established a republican form of
government.
For further information, contact Liao
Chen-Fu (cliao@umn.edu; or 763-6395202) or Biing-Huei Su (bdsu2@mmm.
com; or 651-733-9827). ♦

China Town Hall:
Local Connections,
National Reflections
Date: Tuesday, Oct. 24
Time: 5-8 p.m.
Location: University of Minnesota
McNamara Alumni Center, Johnson Room
(200 Oak St SE, Minneapolis )
Cost: Free and open to the public. Space
is limited. Please register online by
Friday, Oct. 13.
Beth, Summer and Will Ahern

my wife is French and Scot and we consider
ourselves 100 percent American. Summer’s
school consists of 90 percent Caucasians.
So now she is well into her Computer Science program. I think being a woman is much
more of a differentiator than being Chinese
American because of her area of study. The
percentages are big in dominance of men in
her immediate school setting - 90percent male.
How have the Chinese Americans known
and befriended over the years affected Summer’s sense of identity? Many of these friends
are of a more Cantonese background. For
me, that means they left China because some

were dispossessed. Perhaps always a bit of
disassociation with Mao not necessarily PRC.
My sense is that ALL friends I know are, like
Summer, American first with Chinese identity.
Did Summer “inherit” some of this?
I have encouraged more than once a

dialog on marriage and what a spouse might
look like with Summer. I don’t think seeking a Chinese partner is not in the top five
characteristics of worthy spouse. Try kindness, intelligence, humorous, determined,
plays well… Time will tell. ♦

Will Ahern is an IT consultant in the Twin Cities and an active volunteer and participant within the local Chinese community. He is interested in educational issues
as well and serves as co-chair of the Minnetonka School District’s CASE Committee,
which advocates on important issues at the State Capitol. He can be contacted at
will@stealth.systems.

The event is organized by the National
Committee on United States-China
Relations and hosted locally by the
University of Minnesota China Center
and Global Minnesota. The national day
of programming is designed to provide
Americans across the United States
and beyond the opportunity to discuss
Sino-U.S. issues in the relationship with
leading experts.
Guest speakers include Susan E. Rice,
former National Security Advisor and
U.S. Ambassador to the UN, and Erin
Ennis, senior vice president at U.S.-China
Business Council.
A light dinner will be served. ♦
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‘Monkey king’ pledges his
life to macaques’ welfare
By Hou Liqiang and Daqiong, China Daily, Sept. 20, 2017

English Language
Teachers

Tobgyal feeds monkeys on the mountain. HOU LIQIANG/CHINA DAILY

Hundreds of vehicles pass by Lantsal
village every day, but only the sound of
Tobgyal’s pickup truck triggers uproar on a
nearby mountain.
As the vehicle approaches, the leaves of
trees on the mountain rustle and branches
shake as dozens, even hundreds, of Tibetan
macaque monkeys make their way down the
hill to welcome the 68-year-old, nicknamed
the “Monkey King” by fellow residents of
Kongpo’gyada county, the Tibet autonomous
region.
Tobgyal’s attachment to the monkeys
started when he worked as a ranger about 30
years ago. Every time he patrolled the forest,
he carried food to share with the monkeys he
met. He quickly began playing with them
as well.
In 2000, when the local government
developed a scenic spot near his village where
there was a group of 50 monkeys, his famously
close relationship with the animals gained him
a job opportunity - as a monkey feeder.
When he took the job, the monkeys’ habitat
was shrinking as deforestation gathered pace
in the region. With little food in the wild, the
animals turned to villages for food and often
damaged crops, which resulted in serious conflict
between the villagers and monkeys, and many of
the animals were killed, said Tobgyal, who like
many Tibetans has just one name.
As a result of the local government’s
policies on ecological protection, Lantsal
was relocated further from the mountain and
about 7.5 hectares of farmland was sown with
tree seedlings. The mountain then became a
habitat for the monkeys.
Almost every day for the past 17
years, Tobgyal has driven his pickup to the

WWTT?

monkeys’ habitat before dawn. “When I
have to go away, I ask someone else to feed
them. When I return I always come to visit
them, even if it is dark,” he said.
The local government offers the monkeys
highland barley as a staple food, but Tobgyal
also often spends his own money to provide
extra meals. He knows that the monkeys
like apples, so he spends at least 100 yuan
($15) a month buying the fruit when it is
available in the local market.
However, problems have emerged as
the monkey population has risen. For three
seasons of the year, the animals enjoy a
harmonious relationship. However, during
winter, when there is almost no food in the
wild, the monkeys come to Tobgyal for
food and often fight each other to gain extra
provisions.
Tobgyal has found a way to deal with the
situation. Every time he comes to provide
food, he leads some of the monkeys away to
prevent members of different families from
crowding together. He also often takes injured
monkeys to his home to be treated.
He has named three monkeys from
different families. One of them is named
“fatty” because of its plump body shape.
When Tobgyal calls out one of the names,
the members of the named monkey’s family
gather around him.
The number of monkeys has risen to about
2,800 thanks to the care provided by Tobgyal.
He said he has never considered retiring, and
he will continue to help the monkeys for as
long as he lives.
“I have told my son to continue my work
after I pass away,” he said, “I hope people
can live in harmony with nature.” ♦

answer

Not this time! The white sedan belonged to a woman who refused
to pay her parking fee at a residential estate in Liaoning Province. After
arguing, she walked off, leaving her car parked outside the security
station blocking other vehicles.
Two hours later, the property
management firm had the car
lifted onto the security station’s
roof.
The woman got her car back
after she and property management firm met at the police
station. Probably paid her fees,
too; but not sure who paid for the
lifting crane.
What were they thinking?
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The Minnesota Chinese Senior Citizens Society celebrated Mid-Autumn
Festival (中 秋 節 ) on Sept.10 at the
Best Western Hotel (thanks to owners
Lydia Wang, Maryanne and Onn Khaw
for providing the space) in Monticello,
Minn. Fifty members, along with the
CSCS Board and advisors attended this
special occasion with traditional moon
cakes, lantern riddles (燈謎), black jack,
bingo, mahjong and karaoke. Music was
provided by Ben Fok on flute, Man Piu
Mui on the erhu and singer Fong Oi Chu.
The society acknowledges the hard
work of many members for planning
and executing the event.
The Mid-Autumn Festival is nor-
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mally held on the 15th day of the
eighth lunar month, which falls near
the Autumnal Equinox (on a day between September 8 and October 7 in
the Gregorian calendar). In 2017,
Mid-Autumn Festival falls on Oct. 4.
This is the time when the moon is at
its farthest point from the earth and
appears bright and completely round.
The moon is round, moon cakes are
round and most lanterns are round.
The Minnesota Chinese Senior
Citizens Society celebrates Chinese
holidays in hopes of educating the
next generation and continuing the
Chinese culture and traditions for
years to come. ♦

Dong’s clothing
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purple-black cotton belts and wrap long
purple-black or black fascinators around
their heads.
Dong longevity outfit
Longevity clothes are completely different
from daily outfits and are worn by old Dong
people on birthdays, attending birthday parties,
or at very important traditional Dong festivals,
or after they die. Take the outfit shown in bottom photo at right in Tongdao county, Hunan
Province, the black-blue longevity outfits are
usually made on chosen auspicious days for
old people when they are or over 60 years of
age. The fabric is black, purple, dark red or
blue silk printed with the Chinese character “
壽,” which means “longevity.” The clothes
look like the late Qing Dynasty costumes. The upper
garment is a long-sleeve gown
with slits on both sides. It has
buttons on the right lapel with
a mandarin collar worn with
waistcoats that coordinate
with the gowns. The waistcoat has front-toggle-closure
with round collar. The pants
are usually wide-crotch and
straight-legged. For the headdress, they are usually very
traditional Dong cloth caps
with various styles and colors.
However, it is worth mentioning that after old Dong men
Dong men in 100-bird-feather outfits -- photo from Tongdao Dong die, the Dong custom is to
autonomous county government portal network
tie strands of cotton thread

Dong Samurai outfit
The Samurai outfit is worn primarily in
the southeast part of Guizhou Province and
only on some special occasions, such as at
festivals or ceremonies of ancestor worship.
The upper garment is the very traditional
button-front style with mandarin collar. The
pants are straight- or narrow-legged in white,
purple-black or black; at the same time, there
are very colorful Dong embroidered leggings
wrapped around the lower legs. The shoes
are also very traditional handmade cloth
shoes in black or purple-black. When in
Samurai outfits, Dong men usually wear
traditional silver necklaces, embroidered
mini-messenger bags or small gourds,

around the deceased’s waist, one thread for
each year lived.
Dong men’s clothes are in great variety
with typical Dong ethnic characteristics from
the different Dong regions. They display the
men’s love of nature and love of life.-♦

Dong men with silver necklaces and colorful
leggings in Samurai outfits---photo from www.
image.baidu.com

Dong men in longevity outfits with
waistcoats---photo from Shi Guangrui

Internationally acclaimed tai ji
teacher Chungliang Al Huang (2nd
from left) recently held classes at The
Marsh, located in Minnetonka. He is
shown here with Ruth Stricker (center),
founder of The Marsh, along with Marsh
members Paul Kwok (far left) and Yin
and Scott Simpson.

The Eden Prairie Chinese Association recently held a ceremony to launch
its formation at Lake Riley. It was attended by many city leaders and several
hundred residents of the community.

